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REAL ESTATE AND LEVERAGING: THE RISK OF TAKING ON TOO MUCH 
 
Leveraging has always been a primary tool for real estate investors. Using leverage, savvy investors 
have been able to make more money, much more quickly than they could have otherwise. Leverage 
can be used to increase cash flow, magnify the effects of property appreciation, and enhance the tax 
advantages of owning real estate.  
 
Although there are advantages to using leverage, there’s also increased risk of loss. Market declines, 
coupled with interest rate fluctuations, can result in negative cash flow and even affect the 
fundamental value of the property investment.  
 
Leverage when lenders are tight 
Although the long-term effect of the U.S. credit crunch has yet to play out, banks have definitely 
tightened their loan requirements. Lenders that previously asked investors with good credit ratings for 
20% to 30% down are now asking for 40% to 50% on some real estate deals. 
 
Because many loans are based on fair market value (FMV) and the FMVs of most properties have 
dropped, investors have less to borrow against. Lower property appraisals, combined with the 
tightening of loan-to-value (LTV) ratios, has made cash much harder to come by. 
 
Despite the downturn in easily available funds, banks continue to loan. They’re still doing business, 
and even with tighter lending rules it’s still possible to become overleveraged in your real estate 
ventures. 
 
How much is too much? 
Small differences in personal circumstances and preferences can lead to very different investing 
choices — there’s no “right amount” of leverage to use. But while each investor may have a different 
situation and risk tolerance, there are limits to the amount of leverage that should be applied. 
 
Overleverage in the residential real estate market (where some banks were loaning at LTV ratios of 
105%) and the failure of banks to maintain adequate cash reserves are two of the biggest contributing 
factors of the current credit crisis. Investors who wish to maximize profits through leverage shouldn’t 
repeat those mistakes.  
 
One method for determining an appropriate leverage is to apply a “stress test” to cash flow 
projections for a property. For example, what would happen if your vacancy rate jumped to two to 
three times its normal level (such as 10% to 15% instead of 5%)? What would happen if you had to 
lower the rental rate by 5% to 10% or make significant concessions just to attract new tenants? 
Would the property still have sufficient positive cash flow to cover a worst-case scenario for a year? If 
not, would you have enough cash in the bank to survive? 
 
Red flags 
The fact that a bank won’t approve a traditional loan for your latest investment may be just the result 
of today’s conservative banking environment. On the other hand, it could also be a “red flag.”  
 
If the only type of financing available to you is “exotic” or “extremely creative,” it may be time to 
reconsider whether you might be overleveraged. Two examples of financing which frequently involve 
overleveraging include:  
 

1. Recourse loans with terms that are particularly unfavorable to the investor, and 



2. Wrap notes. A wrap note is essentially a seller note that provides additional leverage to cover 
the full cost of the transaction — leveraging the costs not covered by the conventional bank 
debt. It wraps around the total project cost to include funds that provide resources to cover 
debt service on the primary note for some period of time, pushing the aggregate LTV in 
excess of 1:1. 

 
The safest strategy is to never leverage a property beyond the zero-cash-flow breakeven point. In 
other words, plan your investments so that, even if occupancy rates are down, cash flow will cover 
the property expenses, including debt and a reserve for major repairs, but excluding depreciation. 
This way, you won’t have to dip into cash reserves to meet the operating expenses of an investment 
that’s teetering on the brink of negative cash flow. 
 
A common rule of thumb in today’s credit environment is 60% to 65% LTV. This ratio is considered a 
conservative measure to go by. Such an LTV will provide you with the advantages of leverage without 
putting cash flow or reserves at excessive risk and thereby making the quest to achieve debt less 
difficult. 
 
Leveraging in a down market  
With the current increase in availability of affordable properties, investors may feel tempted to extend 
their portfolio by purchasing as many of these properties as possible. Leverage really works best 
when property values rise, however. Given today’s real estate scenario, savvy investors should 
calculate carefully and proceed with caution when using the powerful — but dangerous — tool of 
financial leverage.  
 

 
 

What is the LTV ratio and why does it matter? 
The loan-to-value ratio (LTV) is calculated by dividing your outstanding mortgage balance by the 
appraised property value. The higher the equity, the lower the LTV ratio will be, and the lower the 
LTV, the better the mortgage interest rate. 
 
A higher LTV means more risk to the lender. This risk is passed to you, the borrower, in the form 
of higher interest rates, increased lending fees or expensive private mortgage insurance (which 
protects the lender from losses due to foreclosure but also drives up the monthly payments).  
 
Most lenders allow a maximum of 75% of appraised value or a 75% LTV ratio for new mortgage 
loans (though you should keep in mind that LTVs at this level generally aren’t easy to achieve in 
the current debt market). Lenders that finance or refinance at LTVs at or greater than 75% will 
usually charge less favorable interest rates and terms. 

 
PERILS AND PITFALLS ABOUND 
 
Selling investment property to your offspring 
A perennial challenge for real estate investors is how to transfer property to their heirs in the most 
tax-advantaged way while also maintaining control of the property and its income stream. The IRS 
pays special attention to transactions among family members and generally assumes that any 
transfer among them is really a gift. Whether a transfer is considered a gift or a sale can have 
significant tax consequences for both parties involved.  
 
When a sale is really a gift 
Some families choose to “sell” property to a child at market value and accept a note, secured by a 
deed of trust, for the full sale price.  
 
Using this strategy, the child undertakes a monthly payment and enjoys a stepped-up basis in the 
property (from that of the parent). The note can be forgiven at some future date, or dissolved upon 
the death of the parent(s). If the child doesn’t have enough cash to make the monthly or quarterly 



interest payments, the parent could gift them the cash. Although this strategy sounds appealing, it 
has certain risks.  
 
When property is gifted to a child, the donor’s tax basis becomes the tax basis of the recipient. A 
lower basis means less depreciation for the child over the life of the property, and a higher gain upon 
disposition or sale.  
 
Properties that are sold, on the other hand, can result in a higher basis for the child, more tax-saving 
depreciation expense over the life of the property, and less capital gain in the event of a sale, not to 
mention, if structured correctly, capital gain to the seller. As a result of the IRS’s “family transfers are 
usually a gift” presumption and the tax consequences involved, selling appreciated real estate to 
children shouldn’t be attempted without careful planning. 
 
In addition, the IRS has strongly held that a loan that includes a prearranged plan for future 
forgiveness isn’t really a loan, but a gift. The fact that the child has a loan (on paper) for the price of 
the business doesn’t soften this interpretation. When Uncle Sam audits a transfer that was intended 
to be a loan and then reclassifies it as a gift, the value of the loan is considered “given” in the initial 
year of the transaction. At the same time, the child’s basis in the property becomes the same as the 
parent’s, rather than the purchase price it was intended to be. 
 
Avoiding tax tangles 
There are potentially significant consequences of reclassifying a sales transaction, including an 
almost foregone conclusion that canceling a note between family members is prearranged. This 
situation has left many real estate owners wondering if there’s a way to sell property to their children 
while avoiding potential tax tangles. 
 
The answer to this question, while not always easy, depends on the specifics of your situation. If you 
wish to transfer property to your children through a legitimate, IRS-recognized sale, you should avoid 
“announcing” at the time of sale that the debt will someday be canceled. Make sure you document the 
sale and treat it as a true business transaction.  
 
Establishing an interest rate that’s not lower than the IRS’s current applicable federal rate and 
structuring the loan as “on demand” will also help you establish the sale as a bona fide business 
transaction. Whether interest payments are made monthly, quarterly or once a year isn’t as important 
as the fact that they are made on a regular basis. And you need to treat the transaction as an “arm’s 
length” transaction. In other words, as odd as it may seem, you need to treat your child like a stranger 
for purposes of the deal. 
 
If the thought of asking your children to make interest payments to you makes you uncomfortable, 
consider gifting the money to them. You can give each of your children up to $13,000 in 2009 
($26,000 if both you and your spouse make the gift), which they can use to make the interest 
payments to you. 
 
Keep an eye on the IRS 
No matter how you structure transactions when selling investment property to your offspring, there 
will always be some risk involved. But the more the sale looks like a legitimate transaction (rather 
than prearranged), the better your chances will be in the event of an IRS audit.  
 
For further guidance, contact the MP&S Real Estate Services Group. 
 
 
THE TAX EFFECT OF A LEASE WITH OPTION TO BUY 
 
Many real estate professionals use the “lease with option to buy” method of structuring deals, 
because it enables them to collect higher monthly payments and higher prices overall than they could 
in a normal transaction. Lease options bring buyers to the table that otherwise wouldn’t have been 
able to purchase, thus enabling sellers to move houses in a down market.  
 



But, as popular as this method is, both lessees and lessors need to be aware of certain tax 
implications. If the deal isn’t properly structured, the IRS may conclude that an ownership transfer 
took place at the beginning, rather than the end, of the lease. 
 
Signals of a sale 
If a lease is structured with such high financial incentives to exercise the option that the tenant is 
economically compelled to buy, the IRS may see a red flag and recharacterize the lease as a sale. 
Other characteristics that signal a sale to the IRS include: 
 

 Lease payments that are substantially more than the actual fair market rental rate of the 
property or that appear to be “interest in disguise” — the monthly lease payments are close to 
what they would have been had the agreement been a mortgage instead, 

 Lease and option payments that, in total over the life of the lease, approach the fair market 
value of the property in question, 

 Terms that require the tenant to make such substantial improvements to the property that 
investment can only be recovered if the option is exercised,  

 Terms that credit lease payments against the option price, and 
 Terms that offer too much of a “bargain purchase price” at the end of the lease. 
 

The fact that the lease option price is a bargain doesn’t, by itself, mean the lease was really a sale.  
 
In making lease-sale determinations, the IRS looks at all the factors involved. If the lease payments 
reflect market value and aren’t applied to the purchase price, and if the option price is a substantial 
part of the property’s fair market value, the transaction may still be characterized as a lease. Even if 
lease terms (including monthly payments and the buyout amount) weren’t at fair market value, the 
IRS considers whether the parties involved believed in good faith that they were. 
 
The cost of re-characterization 
An IRS determination that a lease was really a sale alters the timing of the transaction, resulting in 
significant tax consequences for both parties involved. In such cases, property ownership is assumed 
to have transferred at the inception of the lease. The tenant loses the lease deduction, but is allowed 
to deduct depreciation and other operating expenses related to the property.  
 
Part of the lease payments will be deductible as mortgage interest — which will be calculated under 
the “imputed interest rules.” The remaining portion of the payments will be considered as part of the 
property’s purchase price in computing a new tax basis for the property. 
 
For the landlord-turned-seller, the sale is treated as an installment sale, with what would have been 
the option payment now serving as a down payment. As in the case of the tenant, a portion of lease 
payments is allocated to interest and a portion to the selling price. Most important, part of the 
installment payment becomes long-term capital gain or ordinary loss to the seller (if the property was 
held for more than a year and the seller wasn’t a “dealer” in real estate). 
 
The net result for the landlord-seller is to convert ordinary income (rent) into capital gain or ordinary 
loss (based on proceeds from the sale). The seller’s applicable tax rate could be lower as a result, 
though any benefit could easily be offset by the loss of depreciation and operating expense 
deductions. 
 
Sorting through the maze 
Although the lease option is a valuable strategy in many situations, a number of tax planning issues 
are involved. To protect against re-characterization as a sale, make sure your next deal is structured 
carefully and uses rental and property values determined by qualified experts.  
 
You may wish to reach out to the knowledgeable professionals in the MP&S Real Estate Services 
Group for further guidance. 
 
 
 
 



HOW TO SPOT A BAD APPLE WHEN SCREENING TENANTS 
 
Screening out troublesome tenants is a critical task for any landlord. By eliminating the bad apples 
before they move in, you can avoid many aggravating problems that may arise after they’re settled in. 
The key is to implement a smart screening process and stick to it.  
 
Screening begins when you first place the ad. What type of tenant do you not want? Smokers, large 
families, people with pets? Make your expectations clear. If you require references and/or a credit 
check, state that as well.  
 
While you want to attract prospective tenants, you also want to deter those you don’t want to see. 
Base your criteria on legitimate business concerns, staying within the limits of fair housing regulation 
and antidiscrimination laws. Discriminating on the basis of race, religion, national origin, gender, age, 
familial status or disability is unlawful. In addition, many localities prohibit discrimination based on 
marital status, sexual orientation or family size.  
 
Your second shot at smart tenant screening comes during the initial conversation. This is an excellent 
opportunity to ask qualifying questions. Be wary of prospects who struggle to answer or seem 
annoyed at being asked. Other warning signs include showing up late (or not at all) for appointments, 
a sloppy appearance or a seeming lack of respect toward the property.  
 
Have on hand a written application that documents the tenant’s understanding of the property rules, 
regulations and lease, and provides space for tenant references and personal information. Not only 
will this information help you evaluate the character and fiscal solvency of the individual, but it can 
also help you locate the tenant should he or she abscond later on.  
 
Tell prospective tenants that their applications will be considered along with others. Never approve a 
tenant without a reference and credit check. If you choose not to take a prospective tenant and later 
face litigation because of that decision, you’ll need to provide factual, anti-discriminatory reasons as 
to why he or she didn’t qualify in your legal defense.  
 
In addition to weeding out bad tenants, careful screening practices will help you document the 
process and decision, saving you trouble later if a tenant turns out to be a bad apple. 
 
 
ASK THE ADVISOR 
Is multifamily housing a smart investment in today’s market? 
 
The stock market volatility last fall convinced many investors that it was time to allocate a larger 
segment of their portfolios to real estate investments — particularly multifamily housing. Although its 
rate of return is generally lower than that of real estate ventures, it’s considered a less risky, more 
stable investment within the real estate sector. That’s because, even though businesses may fold in 
difficult times, people will always need a place to live. 
 
The multifamily housing real estate segment isn’t without its concerns, however. Layoffs in the job 
market will have both a positive and negative impact on demand for apartments. On the one hand, if 
laid-off homeowners fall into foreclosure, they’ll likely turn to apartment dwelling as a cheaper 
alternative.  
 
On the other, if the layoffs continue, some tenant fallout is to be expected. High-end apartment 
complexes, which are likely to feel the greatest impact, might have to make rent concessions to 
maintain high occupancy levels. And tenants who lose their jobs or are worried about job security 
may opt to move in with family or rent smaller and, thus, less expensive apartments. 
 
Multifamily housing demand will also continue to be affected by cycles in the single-family home 
market. When the market for single-family homes is depressed, speculative investors often opt to rent 
their homes rather than sell them. A glut of rental homes entering the market competes with 
apartment rentals, resulting in higher vacancy levels and lower rents for multifamily housing. 



Despite these possible gloom-and-doom scenarios, multifamily housing remains a viable real estate 
investment option. The tax benefits associated with real estate investing in general (such as the 
potential for tax sheltered cash flow and long-term capital gains treatment upon disposition), when 
combined with the federal low-income housing tax credit or other incentives, boost its appeal.  
 
Tax benefits, appreciation in property value and cash flow can vary widely depending on your 
particular situation and the specifics of the real estate investment involved. When evaluating your 
options, seek the advice of a professional real estate advisor who can prepare detailed projections of 
the economic impact of the investment on your bottom line to help guide you to the right decision. 
 
Although multifamily housing can be an advantageous investment in sour economic times, make sure 
you stick to sound investment principles. Carefully watch market trends when buying property — 
whether the property involved is multifamily, retail, office or land.  
 
 
SPOTLIGHT ON MP&S 
 
Marks Paneth & Shron Discusses Principles-Based Accounting Demands of IFRS 
Many recent events related to our economy have placed considerable attention on the area 
of accounting principles - one being International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).  Last month, 
Steven Henning, partner-in-charge of the MP&S Litigation and Corporate Financial Advisory Services 
Group was profiled in Financier Worldwide magazine in an article that discusses the U.S. adoption 
of IFRS and its movement to replace U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. (GAAP.)  In the 
article, Steve talks about the different set of IFRS principles and how those principles differ from the 
approach taken by GAAP. The article entitled "The Future of Accounting Principles" provides a broad 
overview which demonstrates how this shift to principles-based accounting demands that everyone 
responsible for financial reporting, including the audit committee, adopt a new mindset.  
 
MP&S Welcomes Arthur B. Greene & Co. CPA, PC and Montalto CPA, LLC 
 Marks Paneth & Shron is pleased to announce that Arthur B. Greene & Co. CPA, PC and Montalto 
CPA, LLC are now part of MP&S.   
  
Arthur B. Greene and Co. CPA, PC provides tax and family office services to many notable literary 
and entertainment figures.  Montalto, CPA LLC also focuses primarily on tax and family office 
services and will allow MP&S to expand services we offer clients and prospects in Westchester and 
the northern suburbs. 
  
The addition of the Greene and Montalto firms significantly increases the MP&S Family Office and 
Business Management practice.  Both firms complement our commitment to delivering personalized, 
high-quality client service.   
 
 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
 
If you have any questions, please contact Harry Moehringer, Partner-in-Charge of the Real Estate 
Services Group at 212.503.8904 or hmoehringer@markspaneth.com or any of the other partners in 
the MP&S Real Estate Services Group: 
 
 
 Timothy Andrews 

tandrews@markspaneth.com 
 William Jennings 

  wjennings@markspaneth.com 
 Vincent Barra 

vbarra@markspaneth.com 
 Susan Nadler 

  snadler@markspaneth.com 
 Steven Brass 

sbrass@markspaneth.com 
 Abe Schlisselfeld 

  aschlisselfeld@markspaneth.com 
 Arthur Cannata 

acannata@markspaneth.com 
 Steve Schochet 

  sschochet@markspaneth.com 



 Patrick Coccodrilli 
pcoccodrilli@markspaneth.com 

 Michael Siino 
      msiino@markspaneth.com 

 Robert Feldman 
rfeldman@markspaneth.com 

 Howard Warshaw 
  hwarshaw@markspaneth.com 

 
 
Additional information on the Marks Paneth & Shron Real Estate Services Group can be found at 
www.markspaneth.com. 
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